Bid Evaluation Report

A). Technical Comments from IT:

Tender for the procurement of branded desktop computers, laptops, heavy duty A4 scanner, light duty printer & 600~650 ups for UHS was published at UHS and PPRA web sites on 11-05-2015 which was opened by the tender opening committee on 27th May 2015. Three companies M/s Jeelani Enterprises, M/s Generation Systems & M/s Nashuatec Centre were the participants.

The bids were technically evaluated against the tender documents, accompanied specifications were found to comply with the BOQ specification requirements. It is suggested that the 1st lowest bids from M/s Nashuatec Centre (Rs.160,425/- for branded desktop computers), M/s Nashuatec Centre (Rs.42,705/- for branded desktop computer without LED), M/s Nashuatec Centre (Rs.138,000/- for Laptops), M/s Generation Systems (Rs.16,950/- for 600~650 VA UPS), M/s Nashuatec Centre (Rs.19,564/- for Light Duty Printer) respectively, may be accepted by technical & inspection committee. Further the 1st lowest bids from M/s Jeelani Enterprises (Rs.19,200/- for Heavy Duty A4 Scanner) is not according to BOQ specifications and lacking ADF(Auto Document Feeder). So it’s suggested that the 1st lowest bidder M/s Jeelani Enterprises may be eliminated from the bidding process & the 2nd lowest bid from M/s Generation Systems (Rs.56,658/- for Heavy Duty A4 Scanner) may be accepted by the technical & inspection committee.
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B). Technical & Inspection Committee:

The technical & inspection committee met on 03-06-2015 to evaluate the case for the procurement of branded desktop computers, laptops, heavy duty A4 scanner, light duty printer & 600~650 VA ups for UHS. As per the technical comments stated above, the technical & inspection committee recommends that the bids submitted by M/s Nashuatec Centre & M/s Generation Systems may be considered and the purchase orders for the supply of branded desktop computers, laptops, heavy duty A4 scanner, light duty printer & 600~650 VA ups may be issued to M/s Nashuatec Centre & M/s Generation Systems after the approval of the competent authority.
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